
SYMFONIA AQUA ZERO

NEW



Dear Customer,

NEW WATER RESISTANT FLOOR

FLOORING FOR THE DISCERNING

SPILL-
RESISTANT

EASY TO
CLEAN

JOYFUL
PEOPLE

HAPPY
FAMILY

 CONVENIENT

Using new technologies, we've developed a unique Symfonia AQUA ZERO flooring for you.

With our experience and innovative solutions, we've kept the best features of Aurum panels and 
added new properties that provide many more practical benefits. Prepared on a 12 mm water 

resistant board, with an extremely tight AQUA PEARL locking system, 
they guarantee spill resistance (even up to 24 hours according to the 
NALFA test).

SYMFONIA panels are friendly for children, who often create artistic works, perhaps when
experimenting with wet acrylic paints. Symfonia AQUA ZERO will also easily deal with our 
homestay pets, who are not yet taught to do their business outside. In addition, the tightness
of the new floor will be perfect for a home kitchen, especially when exposed to splashes. Finally, 
the Symfonia floor can be wet cleaned, also with a steam mop,  without fear of damaging the 
panels. The floor is suitable for large open areas (even 12x12 linear meters).

We are delighted to present an innovative product that is convenient, makes everyday life easier, 
and is a direct response to our individual needs.
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1. Mineral layer protecting against abrasion

2. Decorative layer

3. Water resistant HDF board

4. Backing layer

A NEW ERA OF ECOLOGICAL LAMINATE FLOORING

TECHNICAL DATA DECLARATION

5. Watertight AQUA PEARL locking system

PROPERTIES SYMFONIA
TEST

STAND
-ARD

PROPERTIES SYMFONIA
TEST

STAND
-ARD

Surface SYNCRO 3D

V-FUGA

930 kg/m3

Aqua Pearl

OK

Class 23,33

AC5≥6000

12 mm: R < 0,099 (m2 K)/W

Small ball– AC5 ≥ 15N
Big ball– AC5 ≥1000 mm
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EN
12667

EN
13329

EN
13329

EN
13329

Edges

Density

Locking

Floor heating

Abrasion 
resistance
Impact 
resistance

Thermal 
resistance

Classification

DS

E1

1380 +/- 0,5 mm

191 +/- 0,10 mm

12 +/-0,5 mm

max≤0,20 mm

max ≤0,30 mm/m

fwconcave ≤0,15 %
fwconvex ≤0,20 %
flconcave ≤0,50 %
flconvex ≤1,00 %

EN
13329

EN
13329

EN
13329

EN
13329

EN
13329

Length (l)

Width

Thickness 

Slip
resistance

Resistance to 
staining

Cfl–s1Fire 
classification

Thickness 
swelling

Formaldehyde 
emission

Squareness of 
the element
Edge 
straightness 

Flatness (f)

haver.≤0,10 mm
hmax.≤0,15mm

oaver.≤0,15 mm
omax≤0,20 mm

≤7%

5 (grupy/groups 1 and 2),
4 (grupa/group 3 )

Colour contrast between 
unexposed and exposed 
sample part ≥ 4 of grey 

scale according to
EN 20105-A02

EN
13329

EN
13329

Height 
di�erences 
between  
elements (h)

Openings 
between 
elements (o)

Light fastness

EN
13501-1

EN
13893

EN
14041

EN
13329

EN
13329

EN
13329

EN
13329

5 panels = 1,315m2 / 56 boxes = 79,074m2



D4526
Largo Oak

1380 mm191 mm12 mm

D4530
Presto Oak

1380 mm191 mm12 mm



Splashed something on it?
Don't worry.

Spilled water under the plant pots?
No worries.
For a lot of people, a home without flowers is 
not a home. For some, the home garden is a 
getaway from everyday life, a moment of 
relaxation and respite. Quick and easy 
cleaning of splashes or sprinkled soil on the 
AQUA ZERO floor saves time and is really 
convenient. You can focus on your passions 
and your pleasure.

D4527
Vivo Oak

1380 mm191 mm12 mm

The AQUA ZERO floor is ideal for a kitchen 
where there is a lot going on. It's splash-proof 
so, wet cleaning and unexpected accidents are 
not a problem for our floor.



Family games and activities -
it's easier than you think!

A pet in the apartment?
Every pet owner knows what constantly dirty 
and splashed floors are like. Pet footprints or 
splashing water while drinking is a common 
occurrence. Taking care of cleanliness 
becomes more of a pleasure with the AQUA 
ZERO floor. Its resistance to dirt and splashes 
gives a sense of real comfort, and the results 
of cleaning will last for a long time.

Creative family games at home are a real 
pleasure with the AQUA ZERO floor. Painting, 
drawing or making stamps? No worries, this 
floor will easily deal with it and still remain 
aesthetic for years.

D4531
Sonata Oak

1380 mm191 mm12 mm



*Laminate Flooring is produced according to EN 13329.
 All colours shown in this publication are only sample colours and should not be considered as original ones.

D4528
Legato Oak

1380 mm191 mm12 mm

D4529
Solo Oak

1380 mm191 mm12 mm
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